Why 2600Hz is Right for You!

What is KAZOO?
2600Hz’s flagship product, KAZOO, is an enterprise grade class 4/5 softswitch built to provide advanced PBX,
voice, data and messaging services to millions of users.
Created by the most brilliant minds in telecom, KAZOO offers a unique multi-tenant architecture that is
distributed and highly scalable, with flexible deployments and dynamic call control managed from one intuitive
interface.
Resellers around the world utilize KAZOO to integrate mobile, voice, data and SMS services with PBX features
for the ultimate business communications experience.

Key Benefits
White labeling
Advanced provisioning
Geo-redundant with failover
Uncapped revenue potential

Customizable and extremely flexible
Bring your own carriers and devices
Competitive business telephony features
Intuitive, easy to use management portal

How Can I Deploy KAZOO?
2600Hz offers three suites of KAZOO to support your business telecom needs. Once deployed, KAZOO’s
unique architecture scales with your business, and gives you the control to provide futuristic communications
products, all while reducing labor and management costs.
Need help with KAZOO? No problem: 2600Hz offers call in support that routes directly to our voice and
network certified technical engineers. Partners may choose from a variety of support packages that give
access to the very people who built KAZOO and have access to an interactive Partner Community.
*2600Hz cloud services are deployed on industry recognized Equinix data centers across the US and boast
5x9’s (99.999) reliability.

Hosted Platform
Our SaaS solution is ideal for resellers looking to manage devices, DIDs, trunks and more
at the touch of a button. Hosted Cloud is fully redundant inside and across data centers,
and supports multiple back end carriers, with automated failover across zones. This means
as long as there’s internet connectivity, your services will never be down - even in the
event of a natural disaster! Hosted Platform benefits:
A turn-key office communications system
No necessary hardware/technical knowledge
Easy setup, low cost to entry
A hosted solution that is maintained for you
Limited customization and control (as compared to our other products)

Private Cloud
US partners looking for a private, secure and fast system that allows more customization,
should explore the Private Cloud suite. This product combines and optimizes renting
server space with purchasing an advanced telecom solution. Let 2600Hz manage the
servers and uptime so you can focus on deploying quickly and reliably to your users.
Private Cloud is ideal for:
Partners who manage 500+ devices
Closed environment (not affected by other users since on private infrastructure)
Flexibility to decide when/how to upgrade, how to customize, etc
Easier and more flexible customizations

Global Infrastructure
Partners interested in enjoying complete control over their network and carrier providers
should deploy KAZOO’s clustered architecture inside their own data centers. Global
Infrastructure is perfect for clients who prefer to bring their own infrastructure (data
center or cloud). Let 2600Hz install, monitor and support your cluster 24/7, so you can
focus on the end users and not on uptime or cost. Global Infrastructure is:
Best for clients who have an existing engineering team and are experts in
managing their own infrastructure
Supportive of private network and international deployments
Good for clients who already have compliant certifications in place
(gov’t, banks, HIPAA compliant)
Highest level of flexibility and customization

For additional information, please contact your Account Executive or
email sales@2600hz.com.

